MOTHER SHIPTON AND NOSTRADAMUS

THE NUMBERING IS THE CENTURY, QUATRAIN AND THE LINE NUMBER IN NOSTRADAMUS

THE HIDDEN TEXTS

Then upside down the world shall be...  POLE SHIFT - most validating line of all  491 - 594
And gold found at the root of tree...  DRUGS
All England's sons that plough the land...  LABOURERS - THE ORDINARY MAN
Shall oft be seen with Book in hand...  PUBLIC EDUCATION
The poor shall now great wisdom know...  INTERNET
Great houses stand in far-flung vale...  CITIES
All covered o'er with snow and hail...  ICE AGE

"A carriage without horse will go, disaster fill the world with woe. In London, Primrose Hill shall be in centre hold a bishops sea. Around the world men's thoughts will fly, quick as the twinkling of an eye. And water shall great wonders do, SEAWATER POWER  2141 - 1434 - How strange, and yet it shall come true. Through towering hills proud men shall ride, no horse or ass move by his side. Beneath the water, men shall walk, shall ride, shall sleep, shall even talk. And in the air men shall be seen, In white and black and even green. A great man, GHANDI. shall come and go for prophecy declares it so. In water, iron then shall float as easy as a wooden boat. Gold shall be seen in stream and stone, In land that is yet unknown. AUSTRALIA & CALIFORNIA. And England shall admit a Jew, DISRAELI.  5721. Do you think this strange, but it is true. The Jew that once was led in scorn, shall of a Christian then be born.

A house of glass shall come to pass, CRYSTAL PALACE. In England but alas, alas, a war will follow with the work where dwells the pagan and the Turk. ANZAC. These states will lock in fiercest strife, and seek to take each other's life. When north shall thus divide the south an eagle build in lion's mouth then tax and blood and cruel war shall come to every humble door.

Three times shall lovely sunny France be led to play a bloody dance. Before the people shall be free three tyrant rulers shall she see. Three rulers in succession be, each springs from different dynasty. NAPOLEON, HITLER AND... Then when the fiercest strife is done. England and France shall be as one. The British olive shall next then twine, in marriage with a German vine. Men walk beneath and over streams fulfilled shall be their wondrous dreams.

For in those wondrous far off days, the women shall adopt a craze to dress like men, and trousers wear and to cut off their locks of hair. They'll ride astride with brazen brow, as witches do on broomsticks now. And roaring monsters with men atop, does seem to eat the verdant crop. And men shall fly as birds do now, and give away the horse and plow.

They'll be a sign for all to see that it will certain be. Then love shall die and marriage cease 592 and nations wane as babes decrease, 5102 - 8963. And wives shall fondle cats and dogs 668 and men live much the same as hogs.

ON THE OUTER WRAPPINGS OF THE SCROLLS

I know I go, I know I'm free, I know that this will come to be, Secreted this, for this will be found by later dynasty. A dairy maid, a bonnie lass, shall kick this tame as she does pass And five generations she shall breed before one male child does learn to read.

This is then held year by year, till an iron monster trembling fear, eats parchment, words and quill and ink, and mankind is given time to think. And only when this comes to be will mankind read this prophecy. But one man sweet another's bane so I shall not have burned in vein.

FOUND ON A SCROLL IN ANOTHER JAR

The signs will be there for all to read; when man shall do most heinous deed man will ruin kinder lives; by taking them as to their wives. And murder foul and brutal deed: when man will only think of greed. and man shall walk as if asleep; he does not look - he may not peep And iron men the tail shall do; and iron cart and carriage too.

The king shall false promise make; and talk just for talking's sake. PRESIDENTS. And nations plan horrific war; the like as never seen before, and taxes rise 1832 and lively down; and nations wear perpetual frown. Yet greater sign there be to see; as man nears latter century.

Three sleeping mountains gather breath, and spew out mud, ice and death, and earthquake swallow town and town; in lands as yet to me unknown And Christian one fights Christian two and nations sigh, yet nothing do. And yellow men great power gain; from mighty bear with whom they've lain.

These mighty tyrants will fail to do, they fail to split the world in two. But from their acts a danger bred; an ague, leaving many dead. RADIATION & AIDS. 2441 - 5362 - 6324. And physics find no remedy; for this is worse than leprosy. Oh many signs for all to see; the truth of this true prophecy.
THE LAST PROPHECY

In nineteen hundred and twenty-six build houses light of straw and sticks. JAPAN
For then shall mighty wars be planned and fire and swords shall sweep the land.
When pictures seem alive with movements free, when boats like fishes swim beneath the sea
When men like birds shall scour the sky.
Then half the world, deep drenched in blood shall die.
For those who live the century through in fear and trembling this shall do.
Flee to the mountains and the dens to bog and forest and wild fens. 🌳

For storms will rage and oceans roar when Gabriel stands on sea and shore, and as he blows his wondrous horn old worlds die and new be born. 4 55 3 ~ 8 20 3
A fiery dragon will cross the sky six times before the earth shall die. 1 80. ~ 2 41 1
Mankind will tremble and frightened be for the six heralds in this prophecy.

For seven days and seven nights man will watch this awesome sight. 3 10
The tides will rise beyond their ken. 2 17 1 ~ 6 56 3 ~ 9 13 3 To bite away the shores and then the mountains will begin to roar and earthquakes split the plain to shore. And flooding waters rushing in, will flood the lands with such a din that mankind cowers in muddy fen and snarls about his fellow men. 1 67

He bares his teeth and fights and kills and secrets food in secret hills and ugly in his fear, he lies to kill marauders, thieves and spies. Man flies in terror from the floods and kills, and rapes and lies in blood and spilling blood by mankind's hand will stain and bitter many lands.

And when the dragon's tail is gone man forgets and smiles and carries on.
To apply himself - too late, too late for mankind has earned deserved fate.
His masked smile, his false grandeur, will serve the gods their anger stir and they will send the dragon back (2065AD) [Wormwood – see Asteroid Comet Meteor] to light the sky–his tail will crack upon the earth and rend the earth and man shall flee, king, lord and serf.

But slowly they are routed out to seek diminishing water spout and men will die of thirst before the oceans rise to mount to the shore. And lands will crack and rend anew do you think it strange, it will come true. And in some far-off distant land some men–oh such a tiny band (“one ninth bit” 2 95 1 ~ 6 90 1) will have to leave their solid mount and span the earth, those few to count.

Who survives this [unreadable] and then begin the human race again. But not on land already there, but on ocean beds, stark, dry and bare. Not every soul on earth will die, as the dragon's tail goes sweeping by, not every land on earth will sink, but these will wallow in stench and stink, of rotting bodies of beast and man, 8 10 1 of vegetation crisped on land.

But the land that rises from the sea will be dry and clean and soft and free. Of mankind's dirt and therefore be, the source of man's new dynasty, and those that live will ever fear the dragon's tail for many year but time erases memory You think it strange, but it will be.
And before the race is built anew, a silver serpent comes to view and spew out men of like unknown* to mingle with the earth now grown cold from its heat and these men can enlighten the minds of future man to intermingle and show them how to live and love and thus endow.
The children with the second sight - a natural thing, so that they might grow graceful, humble and when they do the golden age will start anew.
The dragon's tail is but a sign for mankind's fall and man's decline, and before this prophecy is done I shall be burned at the stake, at I. My body cingled and my soul set free- You think I utter blasphemy – you're wrong.
These things have come to me this prophecy will come to be.

*MEN OF LIKE UNKNOWN The Hidden Texts of Nostradamus See
GOLDEN HOST DOING:
IN 1 80 1 “FEEL MIRACLES REFLECTED XII”
PACTS PARTNERSHIPS & TREATIES
MEN IN BLACK
CROP CIRCLES
TIME FETCH & TRIPOD USERS
THE QUARAN
ROSWELL GREYS AND OTHERS*
CATTLE MUTILATIONS
1 SEE CLIMATE CHANGE POLE SHIFT & GENETIC ENGINEERING

http://www.hiddentextofostradamus.com
143 4 Mis traditâle sur le rocher noilleux
ISTAR HERON M. S.
MARS IX T. CLOSER I.
USES CHLORINE SALT

4 141 1 Sea water for power: John Kansas of Erie Penn. See 143 4
Using radio waves generator and seawater has accomplished generating a heat of 1500°C as tested by Akron Laboratories Ohio.

5 72 1 Pour le plaisir d’édic volupetueux
IX P P = from/of/with the gods or Algol (the ‘unfortunate’ star)

DISCREDIT OLD RULE PLUTO:
SIRIUS R.0 DRIPS LIVID
DISRAELI Verdict
IX = Psalm 9 - take it literally or Treaty 9
or I-X space Ares shuttle October 2009.
PLUTO: = UUE Predicted (in the quatrains)
SILURID DIVISERS X POWER
PUT UET PÔX = AILS. R.I.P

5 10 2 Aupres de cue au voyant siens mort abbatre
OMENS SIMEON CREEDS AYONT
PERSUADE ABORT STAR DEPARTURE
CAUSED by boats see 3 26 2
A BABA BOBMB any abbot – MORT A n a
not a baby MENS SANITY YOU’VE CEASED
OMENS
Arab (car) bombs kill n = Mars and chaos/war
STAR CAUSED:

8 96 3 De Babylon la fille du porcours
IDLEFUL DEBT ABLY FLAILED, NOBLY,
IF ONLY FINAL BABY, PULLED ON SUIT ED.
SUB-EDITOR - ILL POUUDERS FILL ABBEY

143 1 La grand estolle par sept jours bruslera
DONATES SURREAL SEDATION
GRANDEST DESIGNATOR
ORDINATES To REAL DANGERS

3 10 Greater calamity of blood and famine,
Seven times it approaches the marine shore:
[REFER TO MOTHER SHIPTON] – TSUNAMI?
Monaco from hunger, place captured, captivity,
The great one caught (within) a metal cage.
in a space ship!

2 14 A Tours, Gien, garder seront yeux penetrans
ENDORSE REUSING REDEA
SOUGRAINE DIALS GEARING
NIGGERS SIGNAGE RENEGADES
READING REPENT XP SATAN ANTARES
AGEING D STEGOSAURIAN ASTRONAUT

SOUGRAINE: Pyrénées
De salination plant? SEAWATER for power 2
ENDORSE: suggest
XP [runes]* (pact)
‘repent partnership with the ‘gods’
D - the moon ANTARES - Scorpio constellation


See: Re uses Redsea SEAWATER POWER 2 14 1
OR: HERO MIXTURE IN ANT SEAL = Insectoid Omen
“HERO” = Hercules – ZETA RETICIULI HERCULIS? see chapter « PACTS & PARTNERSHIPS »

2 14 1 Sea water for power: John Kansas of Erie Penn. See 143 4
Using radio waves generator and seawater has accomplished generating a heat of 1500°C as tested by Akron Laboratories Ohio.

H C Parks & AT Webber© HIDDEN TEXTS of NOSTRADAMUS ~ MEDICAL & VACCINATION

6 68 4 Lors xever, Rome, et principaux seduire
RECIPIENT XEUS METEOR RESIDUE
PANIC OVER EXTREME
LOVERS ERR - UIIRED SEX.
IMPERCEPTION ENCRYPT VEXES
AUSPEX OVER LEISURED ROLE

2 41 1 La grand estolle par sept jours bruslera
DONATES SURREAL SEDATION
GRANDEST DESIGNATOR
ORDINATES To REAL DANGERS

The great star will burn for seven days... see Mother Shipton
Or: Donates surreal Designator
Grandest sedation
(is this the Rapture?)
1832 Saturne en Mars son regard furieux
NEGRE TAXUUISE ANNUMERATE
UXAIXEIST
NAME XEUS NORS REUNE
GUARD: STAR FURIES AS UX TURN
GUARD FIRES - RANSOMS NATURE
Saturn dreadful aspect in Mars
WAXIEST = grows large
XEURS - space ships.
NORS RUNE (Nordic Blonde) or Edda = asteroid
UX means astronomical TURN; polar rotation
world on fire

H C Parks & AT Webber® HIDDEN TEXTS of NOSTRADAMUS ~ BLACK PRESIDENT

2441 L’Aigle posee entour de pavillons
RUDE SON NOTE GLANIS
EPIDURAL ILL
GLANIS (foreskin) EPIDURAL = skin
A study was done in Africa between two tribes,
one of which had around 90% infected with aids
and not circumcised, the other was about 20% infected and
never circumcised ...seen on SBS

5362 Vienard mesler rosee en mynral
MANNERLY LIVERYMAN
VENERIAL AVILE VIRAL
VALERIN REMAINED RIVAL
VERNAL LIVE ROSE
MALES VEN INVADER,
ENEMY RENAMED.
NEAR YEMEN (In a lab?)
NEARLY DRIVEN ALIVE.
To mix dew in the mineral: that which feeds the ‘adsorbent’
greys? Or a medication?

6324 Nez par fureur quant Berich viendra mordre
ARCH DIVINE: TIBER URANITE B
RICH BACTERINE HIV
QURAN RANDOM INVADER
RICH BANQUET
URFA ARM ORDER BUTANE
UR RUE PENZA or UPRAZE N F
ORDER ARM: of Gemini = GEMINIDS ASTEROIDS
ORDER BUTANE: changing the atmosphere to suit them
BACTERINE = bacterial vaccine HIV = AIDS
B: Bercana: Ursas
URANITE: of the heavens
QURAN = other Worider
URFA, ARM = of the Charioteer AURIGA
PENZA - in Russia. N = Mars - war.
F = Pegasus - Chemtrails
"Ursa = Edessa or Ursas an astronomical clue, in this case "Other
Worider" would be visitors from the Ursa constellation, who seem to
be cannibals if the arm is not AURIGA or Cepheus

H C Parks & AT Webber® HIDDEN TEXTS of NOSTRADAMUS ~ MEDICAL VACCINATIONS & CHEMTRAILS

1801 De la sixieme claire splendour celeste
SERAPIEL REFLECTED U.N AXIS
LED IDEALS - MIXES PERSIA, ISRAEL
RECLAIMS REPLICA LEFT -
PERLS ENDURE
CALIPERS IXIAS CURED SPLEEN
FEEL MIRACLES REFLECTED ~ XII
From the sixth bright celestial light
REPLICAS: Men in Black
 CALIPERS: part of the IXIAS plant
SPLEEN of the Roswell J-Rod?
2012? The asteroid event?

H C Parks & AT Webber® HIDDEN TEXTS of NOSTRADAMUS GOLDEN HOST DOING

5663 Pupignan vuide par l’ouevage d’orbon
PAIRED: LONG BEARD BROADEB BOG
UNPARDONABLE LAND PAVING
UNVAIN RAPE - DELUGE NO BAR
AURA VAN BORN up -
drip RAPING EPIDURAL
PULPIER AGILE DRUG - large guile
LONG BEARD = comet BOG: Siberia or Venice?
DELUGE: flooding
U.N. must have tried to attack the asteroid
AURA VAN: orb or ufo.
RAPING: attacking

9133 Borgne, roux, blanc, chau tiendra de cours
INUNDATE DRAINED, REGROUIN
U.N TRAINED NEGRO -
BEGS DREAD ORB GURU
ORB INTRUDERS - SOURCE UNITED CODE
Floods New Orleans? A dating mechanism?
are in an orb – a space craft
SOURCE OF QUATRAINS As stated in other places
Nostradamus and his mentor ORB INTRUDERS

H C Parks & AT Webber® HIDDEN TEXTS of NOSTRADAMUS "HOW HE DID IT" & "THE OIL SPILL"

2171 Le champ du temple de la vierge vestale
CLAMPED STAVE - VEST LAST MAP
agree placed vital sea levels
sea level ELEVATES
select palladeum metals
AVILE CAMEL ALIVE
The Map as we know it
STAVE: fallen in
ELEVATES and changes the map we know
PALLADEUM: a new fuel
CAMEL: Arab

H C Parks & AT Webber® HIDDEN TEXTS of NOSTRADAMUS

4 Helen C Parks NOSTRADAMUS & SHIPTON http://www.hiddengettextofnostradamus.com
1.67
The great famine which I sense approaching will often turn (in various areas) then become worldwide. It will be so vast and long lasting that (they) will grab roots from the trees and children from the breast.

2.95
Les lieux peuplés Seront inhabitable

** IN THE THIRD TABLE WHICH STATES "YEAR OF THE SERPENT": THIS MEANS 'YEAR OF THE REPTILIAN' IT IS THE YEAR OF THE GOAT" IN FACT

6.90
L’honnissement puant abominable

** HIDDEN TEXTS of NOSTRADAMUS ~ ASTEROID COMET METEOR

4.9
Le chef du camp au milieu de la presse

5.9
Lors par astuce Duc a’ mort atrape

Death foretold, the statue stained with blood

PRESTORAGE AGES ~ SEED STAGNATES TUNGSTATE OMMITTANCE STAR GATES TON TONOMIC METONIC AGE

ASTUTE AGENT SANG (publishes) REPORTS PRESAGE SENDS COMET CREMATION MANTICO(r)e STATUE...

*TWe are in the Muslim metonic cycle year now

8.20
Voix acheeptees, de sang chappelle tainite

NOTE CHANGE : VENTILATE DEEPEST SEEDS EL VEXATION, TELL NATIVE APACHE HEAP EXOPATHIC APPELLATE visa descent SEPDET LEVITATION E ants devices – devas insect - sect invades sends as active disc event vast ice ends

WARNING TO FIX THE VENTILATION ...

DEEPEST SEEDS APPELLATE (to name, to tell) visa (to see) descent APACHE HEAP – an agent decoder exopathic wind and heat Sepdet (Sirius) LEVITATION - rising E = planetoid

SAFE HOUSES ~ 7000BC

SAFE SEED BANK?

Helen C Parks NOSTRADAMUS & SHIPTON http://www.hidden-text-of-nostradamus.com
This short treatise on validations between Shipton and Nostradamus deals only with the minimal examples of each duplication from the Hidden Texts of Nostradamus. The FLOOD and FIRE topics in particular have not been worked this date, August 2010. Not mentioned above is the rest of Shipton’s prophecy:

An Ape (Other Worlde?) shall appear in a Leap year (20...) That shall put all womankind in fear
And Adam’s (first man) make (Genetic engineered) shall be disputed
And Roman faith shall hike rooted
And England will turn around. (Pole shift)

Thunder shall shake the earth;
Lightning shall rend asunder;
Water shall fill the earth
Fire shall do its work.

Three rulers in succession see,
Each spring from different dynasty. Then shall the worser fight be done,
England and France shall be as one.

Waters shall flow where corn shall grow Corn shall grow where waters doth flow Houses shall appear in the vales below And covered by hail and snow;

White shall be black, (president?) then turn grey (twice?) GREYS ... see 4 9 1 And a fair lady be married thrice.

All England’s sons that plough the land Shall be seen, book in hand; Learning shall so ebb and flow, The poor shall most wisdom know. (From the internet)

"The lily shall remain in a merry world; and he shall be moved against the seed of the lion, and shall stand on one side of the country with a number of ships. Then shall the Son of Man, having a fierce beast in his arms, whose Kingdom is the land of the moon, which is dreaded throughout the world. With a number shall he pass many waters and shall come to the land of the lion, looking for help from the beast of his country, and an eagle shall come out of the east, spread with the beams of the Son of Man, and shall destroy castles of the Thames. There shall be battles among many kingdoms. That year shall be the bloody field, and lily F.K shall lose his crown, and therewith be crowned the Son of Man K.W and the fourth year shall be preferred. And there shall be a universal peace over the whole world, and there shall be plenty of fruits; and then he shall go to the land of the Cross."

CONTEMPORARIES          Aged

MOTHER SHIPTON: July 1488 -1561   72
DA VINCI April 15th 1452 - 1519 May 2nd 67
NOSTRADAMUS: December 14th 1503 -1566 63 July 1st - 2nd
JOHN DEE July 13th 1527 - 1608/9 March 26 81
FRANCIS BACON 1561 - 1626 April 9th 65

http://www.hiddenntextofnostradamus.com